
INTRODUCTION

Kinetics of soil chemical process is one of the most
controversial, challenging and exciting areas in soil and
environmental chemistry (Aylmore et al., 1967). Even though
the equilibrium studies are often not applicable in the field
conditions (because the soils are nearly always at
disequilibrium with respect to ion transport and organic
molecule interaction), the results of these studies have proven
enlightening and beneficial. Soils, which have been exposed
to high sulphur loading, and have a relatively small sulphate
retention capacity may show, more release than adsorption.

Sulphate adsorption on kaolinite (Aylmore et al., 1967),
is mostly reversible (> 50%) but sulphate adsorbed on to Fe
and Al oxides is essentially irreversible (50%).  The mechanism
of retention and release of S from soil is an important factor in
S nutrition The salient reasons for studying the rate of soil
chemical processes are: to predict how quickly reactions
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approach equilibrium or quasi - equilibrium and to investigate
the reaction mechanisms. Various adsorption studies suggest
that sulphate might be held in various soil fractions each
having unique retention sites and energy of each retention
site will add in predicting the desorption and release of soil S
and in describing chemical and physical procedures to just
enhance the sulphate removal.

The aim of the present study was to study kinetics of
sulphate desorbed, to compute the order of reaction followed
when adsorbed SO

4
2- is desorbed at different time intervals

and to test a suitable kinetic model for desorption of sulphate
for soils of Jharkhand.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surface soil samples (0-15 cm) were collected in bulk
from twenty different sites from plateau region of Jharkhand
comprising the districts of Dhanbad, Giridih, Hazaribagh and
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